IVOR J. MADDOX AND MICHAEL A. L. WILLEY || A \\ M ~ sup 11 A(x) |: g(x) g -I < oo for some M > 1 . M>
If X is a space of complex sequences x = (x k ), then we denote the generalized Kothe-Toeplitz dual of X by X\ i.e.
= {(^fc) Σjβb&k converges for every xel}.
We now list some sets of complex sequences due to Maddox [4] . If p = (p k ) is a sequence of strictly positive real numbers, then IΛv) = {&: sup* I a* I** < ^} , (l/k) . Work on the space of entire functions has been carried out, by V. Ganapathy Iyer in [2] and in other papers, and by other authors, using this correspondence with c Q (l/k) . It is shown in [2] that c o (W -IJXIk).
Now we collect some known results which will be useful in what follows. LEMMA 
l(p) is a linear space if and only if p is bounded.
(See [4] , Theorem 1, and [7] , Theorem 1.) LEMMA (See [5] , Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, and [7] .) LEMMA Proof. In view of the remarks at the beginning of this section, we may without loss of generality assume that q n ^ 1 fore all neN. First let (1) hold, and choose any xe X. By the continuity of scalar multiplication in a paranormed space, there is a K ^ 1 such that giK^x) <^ IIM, where the M is that of (1). Then we have for any n f since q n ^ 1, so that (2) holds. Now let (2) Then (X m ) is an α:-sequence in X, for obviously # 6 X l9 and if for some m ^ 1, x, y e X m then, since q n fg 1 for every n,
If p is bounded with H = max (sup p k , 1), then g(x) -(Σ k I x k \ p kyt H defines a paranorm on l(p), l(p) is complete under g, and (e {k) ) is a basis in l(p),

(i)
for any n e N. Also X = U»=i -^»> so since X is a /3-space there exists a Be N such that X 5 is not nowhere dense. Using the continuity of the A nf it is not difficult to show that X m = X m for every m, whence there is a sphere 5> (α, 8) 
(ii) // q n ->0(n-> ©o) then (4) implies (5) .
(iii) Lei X be a β-space; then (5) implies (4) e?;e% i/ g is Proof.
( i ) Again, we may without loss of generality assume that q n <£ 1 for every neN.
Let X have fundamental set (?, and suppose (3) and (4) (ii) Suppose (4) holds and qe c 0 , and choose any xe X and any ε > 0. There is an M> 1 and an n 0 such that (|| AJI*)** < e/2 if n ^ n 0 , and since scalar multiplication is continuous on X there is a K ^> 1 such that g{K~ιx) <£ l/j|f Then we can choose ^ *> w 0 such that
so that (5) is true.
(iii) Let X be a /3-space and suppose (5) Clearly θe X lt and if for some me N we have ίc, y e X M then for w S: TO + 1^ 
and since ε> 0 was arbitrary we obtain lim^ lim sup. (|| C n \\ M ) Sn = 0. Now (B n (x)) e c o (r) on X implies (#"(#)) G c 0 on X. For suppose if possible that for some sequence (n(ί)) of integers and some xe X inf I B nU) (x) I = a > 0; then | ^.^(ar 1^) | r^> ^ 1 for all i, contrary to hypothesis. By the argument used above we deduce that HSnlU = 0 , whence since r Λ ^ 1 for all n, lim^ limsup n (||JB Λ || Jf ) r » = 0. By our earlier remarks, (4) 
(ii) // q n ->0(n->oo) and if there is an leX* such that (6) holds, then (7) is true.
(iii) If X is a β-space and if (7) is true, then there is an I e X* such that (6) holds.
Proof. ( i) If the hypotheses hold, then A n -I e X* for every n 6 N whence by part (i) of Theorem 2 ((A n -l)(x)) e c Q (q) on X; thus (7) is true.
(ii) Follows similarly from Theorem 2(ii).
(iii) Suppose (7) holds; then for some I we have | AJx) -l(x)\ 9 » ->0(n-+ co) on I, We deduce that l(x) = Um n A n (x) on X and sup π I AJx) I < co on X. Then by Theorem 1 we have sup % || A n \\ M < oo for some M> 1, whence \\l\\ M < °°. Clearly I must be linear, so that ϊeX*. Thus A n -ίeX* for each neN, and by hypothesis ((A n -l)(x)) e c o (q) on X, so by Theorem 2(iii), (6) must be true. In the proofs of the following results, as in earlier ones, we may without loss of generality assume that q n ^ 1 for all neN, and we shall do so when convenient.
We first consider the case when 0 < p k ^ 1 for all k e N. 
. Ae(l(p)JJg)).
We remark that (8) reduces to sup %;A; | a n>k \ Pk < °o if 0 < inf q n ŝ up q n < oo 9 corresponding to the condition given for A e (l(p), IJ) in Theorem 4(ii).
(
ii) If A e (l(p), c o (q)) c (l(p), L(tf)) then as above we have
A n e X* and 11^(1^ = sup fc | a n>k \ M~ί lPk whenever H-AJU is defined, for each n e N. Then, by Theorem 2(iii), (10) must hold. Also taking x = e {k) 6 l{p) (k = 1, 2, •) we obtain (9) . Conversely if (9) and (10) Proof. This follows from Theorem 2, parts (ii) and (iii), on using the methods of Theorem 5. (ii) Ae (l lf IJl/n)) if and only if sup W;fc |a n>k | 1/ίι < oo.
Proof. These characterizations were given in Theorems 1 and 2 of [1] , and follow readily on taking p = e and q = (1/w) in Theorems 5(i) and 6. Now we consider the case when 1 < p k ^ H < oo for all k. Looking at Theorem 4, one might except the necessary and sufficient condition for A e (l(p), loo(q) Clearly, (14) implies (15) For the sufficiency, let (9) be true and let (17) hold for all D^l. It follows that A n el{p)* for all neN.
Since (e   {k) ) is a basis in l(p) and using Theorem 2(i) We note that (l(p), c) was characterized, for bounded p, in the corollary to Theorem 1 of [3] .
The conditions for A e (l(p), lj,q), (l(p) , c o (q)) or [(l(p), c(q) ) in the general case 0 < p k ^ sup p k < oo and # bounded may be obtained by combining the separate cases 0 < p k ^ 1 and 1 < p k ^ H above.
